APPENDIX B

GSLIS Part-time Faculty, Current Job Affiliation, and Courses Taught,
Fall 2008 – Fall 2011

[“LEEP” = online section; “OC” = on-campus section]

Al-Faruque, Muhammad (Middle Eastern Studies Librarian, University of Illinois)
530M, Bibliography of Africa: FA’09 [OC]

Barnhart, Anne (Head of Instructional Services, Ingram Library, University of West Georgia)
590CD, Collection Development: FA’09; SP’10; FA’10; SP’11; FA’11 [All LEEP]
590LA, Librarianship for Latin American Studies: FA’09 [LEEP]

Beaman, Anita (Instructor, Illinois State University School Library Certification Program; former Librarian, University High School, Normal IL)
590NF, Information Books & Resources for Youth: SU’09; SU’10 [Both LEEP]

Beck, Susan E. (Collection Development Coordinator, New Mexico State University)
519, Social Science Research in LIS: FA’10 [LEEP]

Beers, Elizabeth (Web Developer, Publishing Technology Group, MPublishing, University of Michigan Library)
490TE, Introduction to Technology in LIS: SP’11; FA’11 [Both LEEP]

Bell, Lori (Lecturer, San Jose State University; formerly Director of Innovation, Alliance Library System, East Peoria IL)
510, Adult Public Services: SU’09; SU’10 [Both LEEP]

Bennett, Terrence (Business and Economics Librarian, The College of New Jersey)
530ELE, Business Information: FA’08; FA’09; FA’10; FA’11 [All LEEP]

Berger, Sidney (Director of the Phillips Library, Peabody Essex Museum, Essex, MA)
590MC, Medieval Codicology: SU’09 [OC]
590PM, Paper in the Scholarly World: SU’10 [OC]
590PO, Book as Physical Object: SU’11 [OC]
590RB, Rare Books and Special Collections Librarianship: SU’09; SU’10; SU’11 [All OC]

Berryhill, Carisse (Special Collections Librarian, Abilene Christian University, TX)
590TL, Theological Librarianship: FA’08; FA’09; FA’10 [All LEEP]

Bivens-Tatum, (Ronald) Wayne (Philosophy & Religion Librarian, General & Humanities Reference Division, Princeton University)
524, Info Sources and Services in Arts & Humanities: SP’10; SP’11 [Both LEEP]

Bothmann, Robert (Electronic Access/Catalog Librarian, Minnesota State University, Mankato)
507, Cataloging & Classification I: SU’10; FA’10; SP’11; FA’11 [All LEEP]
590CN, Cataloging of Nonprint Materials: SU’11 [LEEP]
Bregman, Alvan  (Preservation & Collection Management Librarian, University of British Columbia; formerly Associate Professor, Rare Book & Manuscript Library, University of Illinois)
   590RB, Rare Book and Special Collections Librarianship: FA’08 [LEEP]; SP’09 [LEEP]; FA’09 [LEEP]; FA’10 [OC]

Burch, Georgeann  (Program Coordinator K-12 Library Information Specialist Certification, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
   590NF, Information Books & Resources for Youth: SU’10 (w/Elizabeth Bush) [OC]
   590SM, School Library Media Center: SP’10 [OC]; SP’11 [OC]

Burger, Robert  (Associate University Librarian for Services Emeritus, University of Illinois Library)
   505, Administration and Management of Libraries & Information Centers: SP’09 [OC]; SU’09 [LEEP]; SP’10 [OC]; SU’10 [LEEP]; SP’11, 2 sections [1 OC; 1 LEEP]; SU’11 [LEEP]
   530C, Russian, East European & Eurasian Bibliography and Research Methods: FA’09 (w/Helen Sullivan) [OC]
   590FM, Financial Management: FA’10 [OC]; FA’11 [LEEP]

Burton, Margaret  (Elementary School Library Media Specialist, Mattoon (IL) CUSD#2)
   590SM, School Library Media Center: SP’09; SU’09; SP’10; SU’10; SP’11; SU’11 (all w/Anieta Trame) [All LEEP]

Bush, Elizabeth  (Librarian, St. Damian School, Oak Forest, IL; Reviewer, Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books, University of Illinois)
   403, Literature and Resources for Children: FA’08; FA’09; FA’10; FA’11 [All OC]
   404, Literature and Resources for Young Adults: SP’09; SP’10; SP’11 [All OC]
   590NF, Information Books & Resources for Youth: SU’09; SU’10 (w/Georgeann Burch); SU’11 [All OC]

Chen, Minjie  (Doctoral candidate/graduate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
   404, Literature and Resources for Young Adults: SP ’011 [LEEP]
   590LR, Literacy, Reading & Readers: FA’09 [OC]
   590MY, Multicultural Literature & Resources for Youth: FA ’011 [LEEP]

Chenoweth, Rose  (Library Development Consultant, Alliance Library System, East Peoria, IL)
   505, Administration & Management of Libraries and Information Centers: SU’11 [LEEP]

Cole, Timothy  (Professor, Grainger Engineering Library & Information Center and Mathematics Librarian, University of Illinois)
   590MD, Metadata in Theory & Practice: FA’09 (w/William Mischo) [OC]

Cook, Christopher  (Cataloger, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Central Library, Silver Spring MD; formerly Rare Book Cataloging Project Manager, University of Illinois)
   590BC, Rare Book Cataloging: SU’09 [OC]

D’Arpa, Christine  (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
   581, Administration and Use of Archival Materials: FA ’10 (w/Ethan Henderson) [LEEP]
   502, Libraries, Information and Society: SP’11 (w/Ellen Rubenstein) [OC]

Davidson, Stephanie  (Head of Public Services, Law Library, University of Illinois)
   530G, Law (Legal Resources): SP’09; SP’11 [Both LEEP]
   590LL, Law Librarianship: SU’09; SU’10; SU’11 [All LEEP]
DeCandido, Robert (Database Coordinator, The Pierpoint Morgan Library, Bronx, NY)
586, Digital Preservation: SP’10; SP’11 [Both LEEP]

Diekman, Linda (Learning Resource Center Director, Glen Grove Elementary School, Glenview, IL)
590NF, Information Books & Resources for Youth: SU’11 [LEEP]

Donohue, Nanette (Technical Services Manager, Champaign (IL) Public Library)
507, Cataloging & Classification I: FA’08; SP’09; FA’09; SP’10 [All LEEP]

Dousa, Thomas (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
501, Information Organization and Access: SU’10 (w/Kathryn La Barre) [OC]; FA’10 (w/Caroline Nappo) [OC]

Drone-Silvers, Frances (Information Services Librarian, Parkland College, Champaign, IL)
458, Instruction and Assistance Systems: FA’11 [OC]

Dunkelberger, John (retired Head of Reference, Urbana (IL) Free Library)
504, Reference and Information Services: FA’08, SP’09; FA’09; SP’10; FA’10; FA’11 [All OC]

Edwards, Meg (Academic Advisor, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois; former Visiting Assistant Professor, Undergraduate Library, University of Illinois)
590BG, Business & Government: Literacy & Practice for LIS: SU’11 (w/Marianne Steadley) [LEEP]
590ISM, Information Service Marketing: SP’10; SP’11 [Both OC]

Ehmann, Andreas (Doctoral candidate, Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Illinois)
590UMI, Understanding Multimedia Information: SP’10 and SP’11 (w/Stephen Downie) [Both OC]

Estabrook, Leigh (former Dean and Professor Emeritus, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
502, Libraries, Information and Society: SU’08, 2 sections; SU’09, 2 sections; SU’10, 3 sections; SU’11, 3 sections [All LEEP plus 10-day on-campus sessions]

Ewing, Chatham (Assistant Professor, Rare Book & Manuscript Library, University of Illinois)
581, Administration and Use of Archival Materials: FA’09 (w/Eric Fair) [LEEP]

Fair, Eric (Archives Librarian, Champaign County Historical Archives, Urbana Free Library, Urbana IL)
581, Administration and Use of Archival Materials: FA’09 (w/Chatham Ewing) [LEEP]

Flanders, Julia (Director, Women Writers Project and Associate Director for Textbase Development, Center for Digital Scholarship, Brown University)
590EPL, Electronic Publishing: Technologies & Practices: FA’08; FA’09; FA’10; FA’11 [All LEEP]

Gaffney, Loretta (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
403, Literature and Resources for Children: FA’09; FA’10 [Both LEEP]
404, Literature and Resources for Young Adults: SP’09; SP’11 [Both LEEP]
506, Youth Services Librarianship: FA’11
590IF, Intellectual Freedom and Library Services for Youth: SP’10
Gao, Fang (Government Printing Office, Washington DC; formerly Manager of Serials Services, University of Illinois Library)
507, Cataloging & Classification I: FA’08; SP’09; SU’09; FA’09; SP’10; FA’10 [All OC]

Gillfillan, Nancy (retired Director, Fondulac District Library, East Peoria, IL)
505, Administration & Management of Libraries and Information Centers: FA’08; FA’09; FA’10; FA’11 [All OC]

Gruzd, Anatoliy (Assistant Professor, School of Information Management, Faculty of Management and the Faculty of Computer Science (cross-appointment), Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada)
590DI, Digital Libs Research & Practice: FA’09 [LEEP]

Halsall, Jane (Manager, Young People’s Services, McHenry (IL) Public Library District)
506, Youth Services Librarianship: FA’10 [LEEP]

Hanson, Lynn (Independent contractor; formerly Practicum Coordinator, GSLIS, and Information Research Specialist, Information Researchers, University of Illinois)
526, Searching Online Info Systems: FA’08 [LEEP]; SP’09 [OC]; SU’09 [OC]; FA’09 [LEEP]; SP’10 [OC]; FA’10 [LEEP]; SP’11 [LEEP]; FA’11 [LEEP]

Hardy, Christa (GSLIS doctoral graduate; now Information Literacy & Learning Services Coordinator, Alabama State University)
458, Instruction and Assistance Systems: SP’09; FA’09 [Both LEEP]
505, Administration & Management of Libraries and Information Centers: SP’10; SU’10 [Both LEEP]

Healey, Paul (Senior Instructional Services Librarian, Law Library, University of Illinois)
530G, Law (Legal Resources): SP’10 [LEEP]

Henderson, Ethan (Special Collections Librarian and College Archivist, Kenyon College)
581, Administration and Use of Archival Materials: FA’10 (w/Christine D’Arpa) [LEEP]

Henderson, Kathryn Luther (Professor Emerita, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
582, Preserving Information Resources: FA’08; FA’09; FA’10 (all w/William T Henderson) [All OC]

Henderson, William T (Associate Professor Emeritus, Preservation, University of Illinois Library)
582, Preserving Information Resources: FA’08; FA’09; FA’10 (all w/Kathryn L. Henderson) [All OC]

Hinchcliffe, Lisa (Coordinator for Information Literacy Services, University of Illinois Library)
590HE, Higher Education and Information Professionals: SP’09, SP’10, SP’11 (all w/Melissa Wong) [All LEEP]

Hotchkiss, Valerie (Head of the Rare Book and Manuscript Library and Professor of Medieval Studies, University of Illinois)
590EX, Library and Museum Exhibitions: FA’10; SP’11; FA’11 [All LEEP]
Huggins, Sujin (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois and Instructor, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, Dominican University, River Forest IL)
590BTW, Serving Children in Schools & Community: SP’09 (w/Ann Bishop) [OC]; FA’09 [OC]

Huot, Andrew (Conservator, Milner Library, Illinois State University)
590BB, Bookbinding: History, Principles and Practices: SU’10 [OC]; FA’10 [LEEP]; SU’11, 2 sections [1 OC; 1 LEEP]
590GN, Conservation of General Collections: FA’11 (w/Jennifer Hain Teper) [OC]

Jeng, Judy (BJVid Evaluation Consultant, New Jersey; until June 2010 was Assistant Professor, Dept. of Library Science, Clarion University with cataloging teaching responsibilities)
507, Cataloging & Classification I: SP’11 [LEEP]

Jizba, Laurel (held positions with cataloging responsibilities at several academic libraries)
507, Cataloging & Classification I: FA’08; SP’09; FA’09; SP’10 [All OC]

Johnson, Debra Wilcox (Consultant, Johnson & Johnson Consulting, Waunakee WI)
505, Administration & Management of Libraries and Information Centers: FA’08; SP’09; FA’09; SP’10; FA’10; FA’11 [All LEEP]
590EV, Evaluating Programs and Services: SU’09; SU’10 [Both LEEP]
590S, Human Resource Management in Libraries and Information Centers: SU’09 [LEEP]

Jones, Jimi (IT Specialist (Audio Visual), Library of Congress Office of Strategic Initiatives)
590AV, Audiovisual Materials in Libraries & Archives: SU’09; SP’10; SU’10; SP’11; SU’11; FA’11 [All LEEP]

Kaczmarek, Joanne (Associate Professor, University Archives, University of Illinois Library)
590RML, Records and Information Management: SU’10 (w/Nicholas Weber) [LEEP]

Kagan, Alfred (African Studies Bibliographer, University of Illinois Library)
530M, Bibliography of Africa: FA’08; FA’10; FA’11 [All OC]

Keding, Daniel (Independent storyteller, workshop and seminar presenter, Urbana, IL)
409, Storytelling: SP’09, 2 sections; FA’09; SP’10; FA’10 [All OC]

Kellerman, Frank (Scholarly Resources Librarian, Brown University)
590I, Indexing and Abstracting: SU’09; SU’10 [Both LEEP]

Kern, Kathleen (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science and Assistant Reference Librarian, University of Illinois)
504, Reference and Information Services: SP’11 [OC]

Khanal, Navadeep (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
490TE, Introduction to Technology in LIS: FA’10 [LEEP]

Kibbee, Jo (Reference Librarian Emerita, University of Illinois Library)
590CD2, Current Issues in Collection Development: FA’08 [OC]

Kory, Fern (Professor of English, Eastern Illinois University, Charleston)
490AC, African American Youth Literature: SU’09 [OC]
Kostell, Steve (Instructor, School of Art and Design, University of Illinois)
590LP, Letterpress Printing: SU’10; SU’11 [Both OC]

Kovacs, Diane (President, Kovacs Consulting Internet & Web Training, Brunswick OH)
590LW, Web Design and Construction for Organizations: SU’09, 2 sections; SU’10, 2 sections; SU’11, 2 sections; FA’11 [All LEEP]

Krummel, Donald (Professor Emeritus, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
511, Bibliography: SP’09; FA’09; FA’10; FA’11 [All OC]
512, History of Libraries: FA’08; SP’10; SP’11 [All OC]

Leibowitz, Faye (General Languages Catalog Librarian, University of Pittsburgh)
507, Cataloging & Classification I: SP’11; FA’11 [Both LEEP]
577, Cataloging & Classification II: SP’09; FA’09; SP’10 [All LEEP]

Linville, Charlie (President, Ploughman Analytics, Champaign IL; formerly Senior Research Scientist, University of Illinois)
490GI, Geographic Information Systems: FA’08 (w/Jon Gant) [OC]

Lipinski, Tomas (Executive Associate Dean, School of Library and Information Science, Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis; formerly Professor, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
590IP, Information Policy: SU’09 [LEEP]
590LI, Legal Issues in LIS: SU’10 [LEEP]; SU’11 [OC]

Ma, Lai (Doctoral candidate, School of Library and Information Science, Indiana University Bloomington)
507, Cataloging & Classification I: SU’11 [OC]

Marcus, Leonard (Independent Children’s Book Historian, Author, Critic, Brooklyn NY)

McDade, Travis (Associate Professor, Law Library, University of Illinois)
590CP, Rare Books, Crime & Punishment: SU’09; FA’10; FA’11 [All OC]

Medina, Karen (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
452, Foundations of Information Processing in LIS: SP’09 [LEEP]

Mestre, Lori (Head of the Undergraduate Library, University of Illinois)
504, Reference and Information Services: FA’08 [LEEP]; SP’09 [OC]

Miller, Diane (Owner, Civic Collaboration, Austin TX)
590CM, Change Management: SP’11 (w/Taylor Willingham) [LEEP]

Miller, Larry (Professor, Slavic & East European Library, University of Illinois)
530C, Russian, East European & Eurasian Bibliography and Research Methods: FA’08 (w/Marek Sroka) [OC]

Mischo, William (Engineering Librarian, Grainger Library, University of Illinois)
590MD, Metadata in Theory & Practice: FA’09 (w/Timothy Cole) [OC]
Mitts-Smith, Debra (Adjunct Instructor at University of Minnesota and Dominican University)
- 403, Literature and Resources for Children:  FA’09; FA’10; FA’11 [All LEEP]
- 409, Storytelling: SP’10; SP’11, 2 sections [Both LEEP]
- 514, History of Children’s Literature:  FA’11 [LEEP]

Montague, Rae-Anne (Assistant Dean for Student Affairs, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)

Munroe, Mary (Associate Dean Emerita, Collections and Technical Services, Northern Illinois University; retired to Georgia)
- 505, Administration and Management of Libraries & Information Centers:  SP’11 [LEEP]
- 590CD, Collection Development: FA’08, 2 sections; SP’09, 2 sections; FA’09; SP’10; FA’10; SP’11; FA’11 [All LEEP]

Mussulman, David (Research Programmer, Department of Computer Science, University of Illinois)
- 490TE, Introduction to Technology in LIS:  FA’10; SP’11; FA’11 [All OC]

Nappo, Caroline (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
- 501, Information Organization and Access:  FA’10 (w/Thomas Dousa) [OC]
- 502, Libraries, Information & Society: SP ’11 (w/Sarah Roberts) [OC]

Nettles, Bea (Professor Emerita of Photography and Book Arts, University of Illinois)
- 490BA, Book Arts Seminar:  SU’10; SU’11 [All OC]
- 590BT, Special Topics in Book Arts: FA’08 (w/Christine Jenkins) [OC]
- 590BB, Bookbinding: History, Principles and Practices: SU’09, 2 sections [OC]

Nielsen, Anna (GSLIS doctoral graduate; Adjunct Faculty, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, Simmons College)
- 403, Literature and Resources for Children:  FA’08; FA’10; FA’11 [All LEEP]
- 404, Literature and Resources for Young Adults:  SP’10; SP’11 [Both LEEP]
- 590MLL, Media Literacy and Youth:  SP’11 [LEEP]

Noble, Safiya (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
- 590RGS, Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Information Professions:  FA’11 (w/Miriam Sweeney) [OC]

Oberg, Steven (Senior Information Scientist--Knowledge Management at major global healthcare company)
- 578, Technical Services Functions:  SU’09; SU’10; SU’11 [All LEEP]

Offenstein, Timothy (Web Specialist, Campus Information Technologies and Educational Services, University of Illinois)
- 590LW, Web Design and Construction for Organizations:  SU’09; SU’10; SU’11 [All OC]

Olson, Patrick (Vail Cataloging Librarian, Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
- 590BC, Rare Book Cataloging:  SU’11 [LEEP]
Peekhaus, Wilhelm (Assistant Professor, School of Information Studies, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; formerly post-doctoral research associate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
590IP, Information Policy: SP’09; SP’10 [Both OC]

Peters, Tom (Assistant Dean for Strategic Technology Initiatives, Milner Library, Illinois State University)
510, Adult Public Services: SU’11 [LEEP]

Piez, Wendall (Consultant, Mulberry Technologies, Inc., Rockville MD)
590DP, Document Processing: SP’09; SP’10; SP’11 [All LEEP]

Prom, Christopher (Assistant University Archivist, University of Illinois)
581, Administration and Use of Archival Materials: FA’08 [LEEP]

Puacz, Jeanne Holba (former Systems & Reference Librarian, Vigo County Public Library, IN)
504, Reference and Information Services: FA’08; SP’09; SU’09; FA’09; SP’10, 2 sections; FA’10, 2 sections; SP’11, 2 sections; FA’11, 2 sections [All LEEP]

Ratcliff, Jessica (Post-Doctoral Research Associate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
590IE, Information and Empire: SP’10; FA’11 [Both OC]

Rebaza, Claudia (Independent contractor; PhD (2009), Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
504, Reference and Information Services: FA’08; FA’09 [Both OC]

Robak, Michael (Reference Librarian, Law Library, University of Illinois)
590IC, Information Consulting I: FA’11 (w/Yoo-Seong Song) [LEEP]

Roberto, K.R. (Serials/Electronic Resources Librarian, University of Denver)
507, Cataloging & Classification I: SP’11; FA’11 [Both LEEP]

Roberts, Sarah (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
502, Libraries, Information and Society: SP’10 (w/Miriam Sweeney) [OC]; SP’11 (w/Caroline Nappo [OC]

Ruan, Lian (Head, Illinois Fire Services Institute Library, University of Illinois)
590CH, Information Access & Library Resources in the Social Sciences and Humanities in China: FA’08 (w/Terry Weech) [OC]
590SL, Special Library Administration: SP’10 (w/Judith Siess) [OC]

Ruane, Elizabeth (Reference and Emerging Technology Librarian, Skidmore College; formerly Outreach and Reference Services Librarian, DePaul University)
451, Introduction to Network Systems: SP’09; SP’10; SP’11 [All LEEP]

Rubenstein, Ellen (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
502, Libraries, Information and Society: SP’11 (w/Christine D’Arpa) [OC]
Salo, Dorothea (Digital Repository Librarian, University of Wisconsin-Madison)
590CD2, Current Issues in Collection Development: SP’10 [LEEP]
590DCL, Foundations of Data Curation: FA’11 [LEEP]

Salrin, Melissa (ALA Archival Operations and Reference Visiting Specialist, University of Illinois Archives)
581, Administration and Use of Archival Materials: FA’11 [LEEP]

Schlipf, Fred (retired Executive Director, Urbana (IL) Free Library)
548, Library Buildings: SP’09; SU’09; SP’10; SU’10; SP’11; SU’11 [All OC]

Schmidt, Ingbert (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
490IT, Entrepreneurial IT Design: SP’11 (w/Sunah Suh) [OC]

Schwartz, Scott (Associate Professor, Sousa Archives & Center for American Music, University of Illinois Library)
590AA, Archival Arrangement & Description for Archives and Museums: SU’09; SU’10; FA’10; SU’11 [All OC]

Siess, Judith (retired; formerly President, Information Bridges International, Richmond Heights, Ohio)
590SL, Special Library Administration: SP’10 (w/Lian Ruan) [OC]

Silver, Joel (Curator of Books, Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington)
590DB, Descriptive Bibliography: SU’10; SU’11 [Both OC]
590PB, History and Practices of Book Collecting: FA’09 [LEEP]
590RB, Rare Book and Special Collections Librarianship: SP’10; SP’11; FA’11 [All LEEP]
590SP, Collection Development for Special Collections: FA’10 [LEEP]
590SR, Reference Sources for Rare Books: SU’09; SU’10; SU’11 [All OC]

Smith, Dawn (Mikki) (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
403, Literature and Resources for Children: FA’11 [LEEP]

Song, Yoo-Seong (Commerce Information Services Librarian, Business and Economics Library, University of Illinois)
590AC, Applied Business Research: SP’09; SU’10; SU’11 [All LEEP]
590IC, Information Consulting I: FA’11 (w/Michael Robak) [LEEP]

Spisak, April (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
403, Literature and Resources for Children: FA’08 [LEEP]
404, Literature and Resources for Young Adults: SP’10 [LEEP]
506, Youth Services Librarianship: FA’11 [LEEP]

Sroka, Marek (Coordinator, Area Studies Division, Librarian for Central European Studies, University of Illinois)
530C, Russian, East European & Eurasian Bibliography and Research Methods: FA’08 (w/Larry Miller) [OC]
Steadley, Marianne (Continuing Professional Development Program Director, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
590BG, Business & Government: Literacy and Practice for LIS: SU’11 (w/Margaret Edwards) [LEEP]

Suh, Sunah (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
490IT, Entrepreneurial IT Design: SP’11 (w/Ingbert Schmidt)

Sullivan, Helen (Manager, General Slavic Reference, Slavic and East European Library, University of Illinois)
530C, Russian, East European & Eurasian Bibliography and Research Methods: FA’09 (w/Robert Burger); FA’10; FA’11 [All OC]

Sweeney, Miriam (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
502, Libraries, Information and Society: SP’10 (w/Sarah Roberts) [OC]
590RGS, Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Information Professions: FA’11 (w/Safiya Noble) [OC]

Swindells, Geoffrey (Government Information Librarian, Northwestern University Library)
525, Government Information: FA’08; FA’09; SP’10; FA’10; SP’11 [All LEEP]

Tarsala, Cheryl (Independent cataloging educator and author)
507, Cataloging & Classification I: FA’08; SP’09; FA’09; SP’10; FA’10 [All LEEP]
577, Cataloging & Classification II: FA’08 [LEEP]

Teper, Jennifer Hain (Head, Department of Conservation, University of Illinois Library)
582, Preserving Info Resources: SP’09; SP’10; SP’11 [LEEP]
590GN, Conservation of General Collections: FA’11 (w/Andrew Huot) [OC]
590PC, Preservation & Conservation for Collections Care: FA’08; FA’09 [Both OC]

Tipton, Jocelyn (Head of Reference Services, Booth Library, Eastern Illinois University)
523, Information Sources and Services in the Social Sciences: FA’09; FA’10 [Both LEEP]

Towner, Mary Wilkes (Adult Services Librarian, Urbana (IL) Free Library)
590KK, Adult Popular Literature: SP’09 [OC]; SU’09 [LEEP]; SP’10 [OC]; SU’10 [LEEP]; SP’11 [OC]; SU’11 [LEEP]

Trainor, Kevin (Consultant and trainer; formerly Assistant Director, Center for Informatics Research in Science and Scholarship, University of Illinois)
453, Systems Analysis and Management: SP’09; FA’09; SP’10; FA’10; SP’11; FA’11 [All LEEP]
590MG, Project Management in LIS: SU’09; SU’10; SU’11 [All LEEP]

Trame, Anieta (Media/Computer Coordinator, Mattoon (IL) Community Unit School District 2)
590SM, School Library Media Center: SP’09; SU’09; SP’10; SU’10; SP’11; SU’11 (all w/Margaret Burton) [All LEEP]

Urban, Richard (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
490MU, Museum Informatics: SP’11 [LEEP]
Voss, Anke (Director of Special Collections, Urbana (IL) Free Library)
  581, Administration and Use of Archival Materials: FA’08; FA’09; FA’10; FA’11 [All OC]
  590CA, Community Archives: SP’10; SP’11 [Both OC]

Wadsworth, Andrew (Research Scientist, National Center for Supercomputing Applications, University of Illinois)
  590II, Interfaces to Information Systems: FA’10 [LEEP]

Wagstaff, John (Music Librarian, University of Illinois Library)
  530A, Music Librarianship & Bibliography: SP’09; SP’10; SP’11 [All LEEP]

Walter, Scott (Associate University Librarian for Services, University of Illinois)
  502, Libraries, Information and Society: SP’09 [OC]
  504, Reference and Information Services: FA’09; SP’10; FA’10; SP’11; FA’11 [All OC]

Weber, Nicholas (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
  590RML, Records and Information Management: SU’10 (w/Joanne Kaczmarek) [LEEP]

Weiss, Paul (Independent contractor; Extensive cataloging and technical services experience at Eugene Public Library, UCSD, UNM, NLM, Cornell)
  507, Cataloging & Classification I: FA ’11 [LEEP]
  577, Cataloging & Classification II: SP’11 [LEEP]

Wheeler, William (Head, Research & Instruction, Georgetown University Libraries, Washington DC)
  523, Information Sources and Services in the Social Sciences: FA’08 [LEEP]
  524, Information Sources and Services in the Arts & Humanities: SP’09 [LEEP]

Wickett, Karen (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
  590IM, Information Modeling: FA’09; FA’10 [Both LEEP]

Willingham, Taylor (Public engagement and change management consultant)
  418, Community Engagement: FA’08; SP’09; SP’11 (w/Ann Bishop) [All LEEP]
  590CE, Civic Entrepreneurship: FA’09 [LEEP]
  590CM, Change Management: SU’10; SP’11 (w/Diane Miller) [Both LEEP]

Witt, Steven (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, and Associate Director, Center for Global Studies, University of Illinois)
  523, Information Sources and Services in the Social Sciences: FA’11 [LEEP]

Wolske, Martin (Senior Research Scientist, Community Informatics Initiative, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)
  451, Introduction to Network Systems: FA’08; SU’09; FA’09; SP’10; FA’10; SP’11; FA’11 [All OC]
  490ST, Community Informatics Studio: SU’10; SU’11 [Both OC]
**Wong, Melissa** (Consultant, adjunct instructor at San Jose State University)

458, Instruction and Assistance Systems: FA’08; SU’09; FA’09; SP ’10; SU’10; FA’10; SP’11; SU’11; FA’11 [All LEEP]

504, Reference and Information Services: FA’08; SP’09; SU’09; FA’09; SU’10; FA’10; SU’11; FA’11 [All LEEP]

590HE, Higher Education and Information Professionals: SP’09, SP’10, SP’11 (all w/Lisa Hinchliffe) [All LEEP]

**Zhang, Hong** (Doctoral candidate, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois)

590DI, Digital Libraries Research & Practice: SP’11 (w/Stephen Downie) [LEEP]